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★ Daisy is considered to be part of what unofficial group of Disney characters? (___________ Six) _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 



Across
4. Daisy was Donald's girlfriend and best friend of 

what famous mouse?
5. Daisy first appeared in a 1940 short, "Mr. Duck 

_____ ___."
6. Daisy's voice was provided by the same voice 

actor that did Donald's, Clarence ____.
7. Daisy was freatured in the "___'_ ___" segment 

of "Fantasia 2000."
8. In addition to #20 Down, Daisy usually wore a 

single ______ on her wrist.
10. In the 1945 short, "_____ ____", we discover 

that Donald is not the only Duck in need of 
anger management.

14. Daisy usually had sultry indigo eyeshadow and 
long distinct _________.

15. Daisy had three nieces that only appeared in 
comics, _____, ___ and ____.

17. In the 1947 short "Donald's ________," Daisy is 
the actual protagonist.

18. In the 1947 short, "Sleepy Time Donald," Daisy 
is busy rescuing a ___________ Donald.

19. Although only making a cameo appearance in 
"_______ of the Yukon," Daisy provides the 
movtivation for Donald to go bear hunting.

21. In the 1946 short, "Donald's ______ Trouble," 
Daisy gets all wet trying to deal with two 
Donalds.

22. In the 1950 short "Crazy Over _____", Donald 
loses out on a date with Daisy when he is 
accused of being cruel to Chip & Dale.

Down
1. Starting with the 1945 short, "Donald's _____," 

Daisy has a normal voice, instead of a "duck 
voice."

2. At one time, Donald had a boat at Mickey's 
Toontown in Magic Kingdom Park named? (2 
words)

3. How many shorts did Daisy appear in or was 
mentioned by name?

9. Since the early 70s in Italian comic strips, Daisy 
has taken on a secret identity, where she is 
known as? (2 words)

11. Daisy Duck shared a short temper with her 
boyfriend, ______ ____.

12. Daisy's wardrobe usually includes a ______ with 
puffed short sleeves and a V-neckline.

13. In the 1983 film, "Mickey's Christmas Carol," 
Daisy was cast as ________, the girlfriend of a 
young Ebenezer Scrooge.

16. Who's piggy bank does Donald raid in order to 
pay for his date with Daisy in #1 Down?

20. She usually wore a matching ___ and heeled 
shoes, either pink or purple.

21. A precursor to Daisy appeared in the 1937 
short, "Don Donald," as _____ Duck.

22. Daisy's final animated appearance in a short 
was the 1954 cartoon, "Donald's _____."


